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Overview

Coming off of prime-time success of DESTRUCTION DECODED—which sold to over 20 territories across the world, 
including RMC FRANCE AND NTV GERMANY—DANGER DECODED is here. employing the same addictive visual format 
and informative editorial style, this series uncovers the most dangerous places and people across the world.

Join us as we travel on a quest for Danger, where we review the most perilous of 

roads, rate the most treacherous of airports and rank the deadliest prisons. 



EPISODE LIST

Episode 1: Airports 

Airports: transportations hubs of the highest order, known ubiquitously for their extensive safety protocols. With highline technology 
at their disposal, these facilitie serve to organize and control airtravel; however, it beehoves u to know that not every airport has the 
resources to run an operation in the vein of a London’s Hethrow or Chicago’s O’Hare International. From the unusual runway at Gibraltar 
Airport to Paro Airport nestled in a deep mountain valley in Bhutan to Antarctica’s terrifying Ice Runway, this episode will uncover the 
most terrifying airports and their infamous landing strips.

Episode 2: Criminals 

In a world chock full of malignant madmen, there are those who cross the line between human and beast in their complete disregard for 
decency and the value of life. From serial killers to terrorist groups to the FBI’s most wanted fugitives, this episode will detail the misery-
striken lives of the world’s most vile and dangerous criminals, many of who hide amongst common crowds, scheming their next slight.



Episode 3: Prisons 

While prisons are meant for incarceration and rehabilitation, often times they only accomplish the former, and 

rehabilitation ends up becoming radicalization. Across the world’s continents, prisons serve as breeding grounds 

for violence of the most vicious order. However, this episode will focus on the cellblocks of the United States—

home to the second most prisons in the world and its most dangerous in San Francisco’s Alcatraz to New York 

City’s Rikers Island and the harrowing halls of Guantanamo Bay.

Episode 4: Roads 

Since the dawn of civilization, roads have served as means of connecting far-flung peoples and communities. 

Paved or unpaved, roads facilitate and the safe and timely transport of people and goods; however, geography 

has allowed for the developmen of roads that stand more as death sentences that a means of transportataion. 

From Chile’s perilous Los Caracoles to Wyoming’s winding Interstate 80 and 90 to the icy expanse of Alaska’s 

Dalton Highway, this opening episode will explore the most wicked and treacherous paths known to man. 



Episode 5: Cults 

Cults have been around for as long as religion but in the 20th and 21st Centuries, they have centred around 

charismatic leaders, have twisted and apocalyptic worldviews and have encouraged their followers to kill and be 

killed.  From The Branch Dravidians in the US to Shoko Asahara in Japan we will cover them all.

Episode 6: Crushing Machines 

The world’s most dangerous crushing machines are often massive and equipped with formidable cutting and 

crushing capabilities - from industrial crushers, breakers, shredders and strippers. Operated incorrectly or even 

the smallest of malfunctions can result in catastrophic accidents...



Episode 8: Mountains 

Mountains, with their awe-inspiring heights and rugged terrain, pose significant challenges to adventurers and 

explorers and valley dwellers alike. From treacherous hidden drops to crumbling and tortuous terrain. Mount 

Everest alone has taken the lives of 322 people, while Annapurna is considered the deadliest mountain in the 

world to climb, and Corbet’s Couloir in the United States is the scariest and most dangerous of slopes in the 

world. This episode looks at the unique challenges and dangers each of these mountains pose and why it’s not 

always the highest peaks that claim the most lives.

Episode 7: Oceans/Seas 

Culture Vultures, Adrenaline junkies, thrill-seekers, daredevils. These are the types of names given to the people 

who participate in the world’s most dangerous sports. Free Soloing the sheerest rock faces, riding the wildest 

bulls, Freediving to the ocean depths to the medieval carnage of the Calcio Fiorentino. It takes a certain type of 

athlete to participate in these high-risk sports, where participation takes you to the edges of human ability and 

danger is only ever a heartbeat away.



Episode 9: Railroads 

From India’s Chennai-Rameswaram Route perched perilously on top of the Indian Ocean to the sky-high tracks 

of Indonesia’s Argo Gede Train Railroad, via a railroad that passes through an active volcano - Japan’s Minami 

Route. These are just some of the most dangerous railroads on the planet, where trains collide, tracks hug the 

precipice of deadly drops and any derailment ends in certain death. This episode looks at the world’s most fear-

inducing railroads, with their fatal drops, precarious edges and dangerous reputations.

Episode 10: Rollercoasters 

The world’s most dangerous roller coasters, such as Cedar Point’s “Steel Vengeance” and Six Flags Great 

Adventure’s “Kingda Ka,” are engineering marvels designed to deliver unparalleled thrills with features like record-

breaking drops and mind-bending twists. While pushing the limits of human endurance with intense G-forces 

and heart-pounding speeds, roller coasters also carry deadly and dangerous risks.
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